
URGENT: I strongly urge you 
to print out this entire report 
and read it more than once. It 
contains several critical 
strategies that I believe are 
essential for trading success 
in 2007 and beyond. 

Well, it happened again! At the 
end of February, 2007, the market 
experienced another precipitous 
drop when it was least expected. 
And in many cases, it did great 
damage to trading and investment 
portfolios across the country and 
the world.  Thankfully, this kind of 
market shock does not happen of-
ten, but it happens often enough 
to require a defensive strategy to 
deal with it the next time it hap-
pens.  And it will happen again 
and again, possibly again this year, 
but certainly in the years to come. 

As upsetting as these one day 
shocks are, a more common occur-
rence that is just as damaging to a 
traders’ or investors’ portfolio is 
an unexpected drop in a bull mar-
ket that lasts over several weeks or 
even months.  Or an unexpected 
rally in a bear market for those 

traders who are exclusively short.   
These types of protracted counter-
trend moves can, and do, wreak 
havoc on your account. 

The Survey 

After the big market drop, all sorts 
of questions started pouring in 
from my readers. Their messages 
were heartfelt and sincere and 
they were desperately asking for 
help. So I figured others probably 
needed help, too, so I sent out a 
new survey to my readers and 
asked them one simple question: 

Are You Prepared For 2007? 

In This Report: How to Successfully Navigate 
the Markets in 2007 & Beyond 
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♦ Results of my 
recent 2007 
trading survey 

♦ How to survive 
(and potentially 
prosper) when 
the market 
takes a dive 

♦ Several trading 
strategies to 
help hedge your 
positions and 
identify trend-
ing markets 

♦ Trading educa-
tion and good 
trading methods 
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What is your #1 concern or 
question about trading the 
markets in 2007? 

That’s it - straightforward and 
to the point. And as soon as I 
turned the survey on, dozens 
upon dozens of questions came 
pouring in. I was a little 
shocked by how many ques-
tions came in so quickly. 

After I tallied the results of the 
survey, I discovered the over-
whelming concern of traders is 
how to protect themselves 
when the market suddenly 
changes direction, whether in 
the course of one day or several 
weeks, or months.  

Here are some of the types of 
questions I received. Some (or 
all) of these will probably ring 
true for you, too. 

♦ How can I forecast such 
events like the big market 
drop last week? 

♦ How do I know when the 
bear move will end? 

♦ How far will the market 
drop? 

♦ Is this a temporary move 
down in a bull market, or is 
this the beginning of a new 
bear market? 

♦ How can I minimize my 
losses? 

♦ What defensive strategies 
can I use in markets like 
this? 

♦ How can I manage risk ex-
posure? 

Interestingly, I received these 
same questions from traders all 
over the world - the United 
States, Australia, the United 
Kingdom, India, Canada, even 
Malaysia.  The point here is that 
no matter where you are in the 
world or what market you trade, 
you tend to have the same con-
cerns on how to deal with these 
issues.  And that is because all 
markets are subject to this same 
behavior that was just experi-
enced in the U.S. and China. 

The Really Good News 

My intent from the beginning 
was to write a brief report to 
help traders not only survive, 
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but actually prosper when the market 
takes a hit. But after pouring through 
all these questions, I was inspired to 
take this report even further and to ex-
pose some of the actual strategies that, 
if used properly, have the potential to 
make even big dips in the market not so 
much of a big deal. 

I also noticed something that didn’t 
really surprise me… the “traders” that 
are the most confused about what to do 
when the markets take a hit are the 
ones that don’t follow a complete trad-
ing method. Interestingly, I didn’t re-
ceive many questions at all from my 
students who are trading with a com-
plete method. 

This may sound harsh, but I believe in 
telling people that they need to hear, 
not what they want to hear: If you’re 
not using a complete trading method, 
then I really believe you should stop 
trading the markets immediately. 
You’re probably better off saving your 
money and putting it into a conserva-
tive investment vehicle. 

So with that in mind, let’s get into some 
excellent strategies that will help you 
weather dips and bumps in the mar-
kets. 

But here’s my disclaimer: These strate-
gies do not make up a complete trading 
method, so be sure to use them as a 
part of whatever your current trading 
method is. And if you don’t currently 
have a complete method, you should 

find one immediately and study it thor-
oughly before placing another trade. 

I believe you will find this report most 
interesting and exciting because I am 
going to share with you some very pow-
erful and simple strategies so that you 
never again feel helpless in dealing 
with the unexpected moves in the mar-
kets.   

False Beliefs 

But before I do, I want to address some 
false beliefs that work against us as 
traders.   As many of your questions 
implied, many of you believe that the 
market is or should be forecastable, 
meaning that the sudden drop that just 
occurred in late February was know-
able in advance and that the savvy 
trader could have taken steps to avoid 
losses.   

On the contrary, I believe very strongly 
that the market is unforecastable and 
that no technical or fundamental analy-
sis exists that is capable of such a fore-
cast that could be used successfully by a 
trader.  This is a very important point 
to clear up right at the outset of this re-
port - relying on fore-
casts, or gurus, or tech-
nical indicators will not 
adequately forewarn of 
a precipitous drop.   

Just look at what just 
happened in February, 
and how about the col-

“Another 

false belief 

is that 

trading & 

market 

analysis 

must be 

complex.” 
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lapse of the NASDAQ beginning 
in 2000.  The experts were of 
no help forewarning traders of 
these events.  In fact, just a 
week before the February drop, 
several commentators where 
out there forecasting that the 
Dow would rise by more than 
12% in 2007.  That may well 
happen, but such a forecast is of 
no use to us traders in the here 
and now real world of trading.   

Another false belief is that trad-
ing and market analysis must 
be complex. I believe that noth-
ing could be further from the 
truth.  In fact, I have found over 
the years that the more com-
plexity I built into my trading 
strategies, the less effective they 
were.   

It finally occurred to me one 
day after reading a quote by 
Einstein, “The solution to a 
problem should be as simple as 
possible, but no simpler” that I 
could improve my results with 
simple but powerful strategies, 
with no need for complexity.  
The strategies in this report, I 
think you will agree, are simple 
but no simpler. 

What To Do 

So you might be thinking at this 
point that you understand how 

a simple approach can be better 
but if the markets are unfore-
castable, what is a trader to do?   

Well, just because the markets 
are unforecastable doesn’t mean 
that we cannot use technical 
analysis to determine the pre-
vailing market trend and then 
construct a trading strategy to 
trade within that trend being 
ever mindful that the trend 
could abruptly change at any 
time. 

What this all boils down to is 
that we need a way to manage 
risk when trading the markets 
that does not depend upon fore-
casts, analysts, gurus, the me-
dia, etc.  While no risk manage-
ment technique can assure prof-
its or the avoidance of losses, I 
believe it is possible for a pru-
dent trader to follow a simple 
but powerful strategy that will 
dramatically improve the re-
sults that that trader would 
have otherwise achieved.  

So, with that background, let’s 
delve into the strategies. 

The Strategies 

The most important key to suc-
cessful trading is without a 
doubt sound risk management.  
Of course you need a good trad-
ing method as well, but without 
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sound risk management, you will find 
your trading results will be very disap-
pointing. 

There are at least two aspects to risk 
management.  One is well known to 
most traders which is to always use 
stop orders to limit your planned risk 
in the trade.  I personally recommend 
never risking (the amount you would 
lose if the trade goes against you) more 
than 2% of your trading account on any 
one trade.   

That means if you have a $20,000 ac-
count, do not plan to lose more than 
$400 on the next trade ($20,000 x 
2%). For example, if your long entry 
point was at $40, and your initial stop 
was at $38, you would have $2 per 
share of risk in the trade. Dividing the 
$2 into $400 (400/2) would give you a 
maximum of 200 shares for that par-
ticular trade.  

The Obscure 

But the other aspect is pretty obscure 
to most traders and it is this aspect that 
will be the focus of this report and the 
key to successfully navigating the mar-
kets in 2007 and all years to come for 
that matter.  What I am going to share 
with you is something that you can eas-
ily master and own for life. 

The Hedge Strategy 

When in a bull market, the common 
expectation is that only long trades 

should be considered because on aver-
age long trades should do better than 
short trades in a bull market. 

Strategy #1 

So let’s suppose that a trader has 6 long 
positions in a bull market and is risking 
no more than 2% on each trade.  That 
would be a total risk to the account of 
12%.  Let’s call this Strategy #1. 

Furthermore, let’s assume that the 
trading method used by this trader is 
expected to yield an average of 5% (of 
the trader’s account size) profit for 
profitable trades.  If the bull market 
continues, it is possible that all 6 posi-
tions would be profitable, averaging 5% 
profit each or a gain of 30% to the ac-
count.  Of course, even though the bull 
market continues there is no assurance 
that all 6 positions would be profitable, 
but let’s assume that is the case in this 
example. 

But what happens if just after putting 
these long positions on, the market 
abruptly drops like it did in February.  
In that case, all 6 
positions could have 
been stopped out, 
easily losing 2% 
each or a loss of 12% 
to the account. 

Strategy #2 

Now using those 
same market sce-
narios, this time 

“Now for 

the good 

news—

with the 2 

short 

trades as a 

hedge, 

both of 

those 

trades 

could have 

averaged 

5% profit 

or a gain 

of 10% to 

the 

account.” 
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let’s assume that a trader has 4 
long positions in a bull market, 
but also has 2 short positions.  
Let’s call this Strategy #2.  Each 
position is risking no more than 
2% on each trade.  That would 
still be a total risk to the ac-
count of 12% as it was with 
Strategy #1.  But this time 2 of 
those 6 positions are shorts, 
which have a high probability of 
significantly reducing the risk 
to the account. 

Again, let’s assume that the 

trading method used by this 
trader is expected to yield an 
average of 5% profit for each 
profitable trade.  If the bull 
market continues, it is possible 
that all 4 long positions would 
be profitable, averaging 5% 
profit each or a gain of 20% to 
the account.  But this could be 
offset somewhat by the short 
trades that could have been 
stopped out for a 2% loss on 
each trade or a loss of 4% to the 
account.  The net effect being a 
gain of 16% to the account 
(+20% on the longs, –4% on the 
shorts) 

Not as good as the 30% gain 
with Strategy #1, but let’s see 
what could happen if just after 
putting these positions on (both 
the longs and the shorts), the 
market abruptly drops.  In that 
case, all 4 long positions could 
have been stopped out, easily 
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Bull Market 
Continues 

Scenario #2: 

Market Drops 

Strategy #1: 
6 long positions, 0 short positions 
Theoretical gain or loss: +30% -12% 

Strategy #2: 
4 long positions, 2 short positions 
Theoretical gain or loss: +16% +2% 
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losing 2% each or a loss of 8% to the 
account.  Now for the good news - with 
the 2 short trades as a hedge, both of 
those trades could have averaged 5% 
profit or a gain of 10% to the account.  
The net effect being a gain of 2% to the 
account (-8% on the longs, +10% on 
the shorts). 

So, with Strategy #2, while the theo-
retical profit potential is not as high if 
the bull market continues, the theoreti-
cal outcome if the market drops 
abruptly is still a gain of 2%, while in 
the first example, with all 6 positions 
being long the account could have lost 
12%. 

The table on the previous page summa-
rizes these examples for the two market 
scenarios. 

Since the market is unforecastable, in 
order to protect your account from ex-
cessive losses, I believe you must em-
ploy some type of hedging strategy 
such as I have outlined above as Strat-
egy #2.  By definition, a hedging strat-
egy has a cost to it. In this case in the 
form of lesser gains should the bull 
market continue. But I believe that 
such a hedge is well worth it if it can 
minimize losses or even produce a net 
profit when the market goes against 
me.   

And don’t forget, the market does not 
have to fall abruptly for Strategy #2 to 
be effective.  Even in a protracted bull 
market, there will often times be fre-

quent corrections downward that can 
easily produce similar outcomes to the 
scenarios above. 

Strategy #2 can, of course, also be ap-
plied in a bear market by putting on 4 
short positions and 2 long positions. 

I would also like to point out, for op-
tion-savvy traders, that the creative use 
of options can also be used as an effec-
tive hedging strategy.  But a word of 
caution: do not trade options unless 
you have had the proper education. 

A Few Caveats 

In the preceding scenarios, the trade 
outcomes could clearly be different 
than those assumed.  Some of the prof-
itable longs and shorts could have been 
more or less profitable or even losers.  
And some of the losing longs and 
shorts could have been profitable or 
even lost more, but I think you get the 
point of how a simple hedging program 
can be used to dramatically reduce risk 
to the trading account. 

Important! When using a hedging 
strategy like Strategy 
#2, always be sure to 
only consider trades 
that your trading 
method tells you to 
consider.  In other 
words, in a bull mar-
ket, for example, only 
put shorts on as a 
hedge that your trad-

“By 

definition, 

a hedging 

strategy 

has a cost 

to it.” 
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ing method tells you are poten-
tially good short opportunities. 

The Trend Finder 

Now, many have asked, “How 
do I determine whether or not 
it is a bull or bear market, any-
way?”  Or, “I can’t really hedge 
the market if I don’t know what 
the trend is.”  

These are very important ques-
tions, because most of the ad-
vice we get on these questions 
from the analysts, the so-called 
experts, the media, you name it, 
is just not very helpful.  And to 
make matters worse, these ex-
perts often disagree on whether 
it’s a bull or a bear.  Now imag-
ine if there was an objective 
way to determine the trend of 
the overall market that anyone 
can follow.  Well, thankfully 
there is. 

Here is a simple method that I 
have developed to determine 
overall market trend at all 
times.  While no method will 
identify tops and bottoms with 
any accuracy (and don’t believe 
anyone who tells you differ-
ently), my method will keep you 
on the right side of the market 
most of the time.  This is the 
method that I use in determin-
ing a bull or bear market with 

my hedging strategy I described 
earlier. 

The Formula 

When the 50 and 200 day sim-
ple moving averages for the S&P 
500 are both up, I consider the 
market to be in a strong bull run 
and recommend trading twice 
as many long positions as short 
positions.   

If both are down, I consider the 
market to be in a strong bear 
run and I recommend trading 
twice as many short positions as 
long positions.   

If one is up and the other down, 
I consider the market to be a 
mixed, choppy affair.  If a mixed 
choppy market, I recommend 
cutting back on position size 
and number of positions and 
recommend trading an equal 
number of long and short posi-
tions. 

I have found this simple ap-
proach to be far superior to any 
guru's or media forecast on 
market direction.  

Now, in case you think this 
method is too simple, I would 
urge you to plot these moving 
averages on a historical chart of 
the S&P 500 and see for your-
self how useful this method is in 
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identifying bull and bear markets. 

Take a look at the chart above and on 
the next page for a few examples of 
this. 

Remember, simple, but no simpler. 

So What Now? 

The bottom line is that controlling your 
emotions and trading with discipline 
are essential to becoming a successful 
trader.  And I believe the number one 

nemesis for anyone in this regard is 
stress.   

When under stress, you 
become emotional, are 
prone to making mistakes 
and will tend to become 
undisciplined.  So why 
trade assuming that the 
market will always go 
your way, throwing cau-
tion to the wind, and set-
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ting yourself up for unwanted stress?  

With the proper hedging strategy and 
willingness to absorb the relatively 
small cost of hedging, you can largely 
avoid stress and stay focused, emo-
tionally in control and disciplined be-
cause you have already taken steps to 
deal with a market move against you 
long before it happens.  And those 

market moves will happen. Again 
and again. 

Trading Education & 
Market Direction 

So here’s the bottom line… 

Real traders don’t get spooked when 
the market drops out like it did in 
February. 
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That’s because they have the potential to 
make money no matter which way the mar-
ket moves. When the market is trending up, 
their method gets them into long positions. 

And when the market heads south, their 
method gets them in short positions. 

And incidentally, in a bear market prices 
tend to drop more quickly than prices go up 
in a bull market. This is great news when 
your trading method identifies short-trading 
opportunities. 

So as you can probably tell, all this “noise” in 
the news about the market falling out does-
n’t bother me. 

And it shouldn’t bother you, either, if you 
have a good trading method. 

On the other hand, if you are confused, anx-
ious, and don’t know what your next move 
should be in the market, then I believe you 
need to get properly educated immediately 
and get your hands on a good trading 
method. 

In fact, I would argue that now is the perfect 
time to study a new trading method, practice 
paper trading it, and learn it cold. 

Then, when the next big market trend hits, 
you’ll be poised to potentially pull profits out 
of that trend. 

However, if you wait for the next big trend to 
rear its head and you’re still making trading 
decisions in an uneducated, “willy-nilly” 
fashion, you’ll be scrambling for cover when 
your positions go against you. 

My kids call me “old school” because I be-
lieve in studying, taking your time, and 
putting “sweat equity” and “elbow grease” 
into any endeavor that you pursue in life. 

Trading is no different, and there’s no bet-
ter time to start learning how to trade 
properly than the present. 

So, buckle down, sharpen your pencil, and 
get up close and personal with a good trad-
ing method today, not tomorrow. 

One final comment on trading education 
in general, and you may have heard this 
before. 

When you want to learn anything new, 
you’re going to pay for it. Period. You’re 
going to pay for it with time, with money, 
or both.  

And what I learned with regard to trading 
is that you can either pay the markets, or 
you can pay a mentor. Particularly with 
trading, I believe it’s vastly more economi-
cal to pay a mentor. 

Regardless of your own personal situation, 
I sincerely hope you find a trading method 
that fits your style and your emotions. Be-
cause when you do, trading the markets 
can become a very enjoyable activity with 
many rewards, both financial and per-
sonal. 
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Quantum Swing Trader 
Re-Release Date: March 27, 2007 

Finally! I’m excited to an-
nounce the official re-release 
date of my groundbreaking 
Quantum Swing Trader course 
to the public again on March 
27, 2007! 

I am extremely proud of this 
product. It’s essentially the cul-
mination of everything I’ve 
learned about teaching students 
how to trade the markets over 

the past 5 years. In this course, I 
spend equal amounts of time 
teaching stock trading basics, 
the unique Quantum Swing 
Trader method, and even show 
you more advanced options 
trading techniques. 

The last major release of this 
product was in December of last 
year. Since then, only a handful 
were released here and there, 
but I intentionally removed it 
from the larger market. 

Why? Well, if you’re one of my 
readers, then you know that I 
moved into a brand new office 
and I’ve spent the last 3 weeks 
placing ads and interviewing 3 
new staff members. 

And I knew that if I took on a 
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large group of Quantum Swing Trader 
students that I wouldn’t be able to sup-
port them. 

I actually had hired a new customer 
service rep 3 weeks ago, and just as she 
was getting up to speed, I had to fire 
her. She just wasn’t reliable, and I in-
sist on working with only the best peo-
ple. 

Sure, I could have kept her on and sold 
another 500 copies of Quantum Swing 
Trader, but I didn’t feel good about that 
because I knew she couldn’t have han-
dled it. 

So, FINALLY, I have the new office 
ready and a new, top-notch customer 
service rep to help my existing staff 
handle the next barrage of Quantum 
Swing Trader students. 

History Repeats Itself 

When I released Quantum Swing 
Trader in March of 2006, it was an in-
stant hit. And an instant sell-out. In 
just 6 days I completely sold out of my 
first printing. 

And then something amazing hap-
pened. 

I re-released it four more times 
throughout the year, and every release 
sold out again and again. 

Traders all around the world clamored 
to get a copy, and many did. But many 
were also shut-out after each sell-out. 

And there is already a large list of trad-
ers that have been on my “waiting list” 
since earlier this year. 

Why is it called Quantum Swing 
Trader? 

Let me just say one thing upfront: I 
LOVE TRADING. I have plenty of 
methods that I’m happy with, and I’d 
be happy if I just traded those methods 
for the rest of my life. But I just get a 
kick out designing new methods and 
creating new ways to trade the markets, 
so I’m always tinkering away in my 
“trading lab”. 

One day while experimenting with a 
new approach, I discovered a way to 
harness what I like to call the “DNA” of 
the stock market by leveraging those 
price points where the market becomes 
highly predictable.  I found that these 
price points are inherent in the behav-
ior of any stock price chart and help to 
identify the “signature” of each stock.  
With this information, you can get po-
sitioned for the potential moves that 
can occur at these points without hav-
ing to know the direction or magnitude 
of the move. 

This is a BIG DEAL! If that last para-
graph didn’t make sense, please go 
back and read it again. What this 
means is that with Quantum Swing 
Trader, I found a way to identify when 
a stock is either going to make a move 
UP or DOWN. And no matter which 

“I 

discovered 
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the stock 

market” 
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way it goes, I created specific 
trading rules that let you take 
advantage of those moves and 
ride them for a potential big 
profit. A key component of this 
profit-taking is using the “Free 
Trade” strategy I talked about 
earlier in this report, which I 
break down step by step in the 
course, so there’s absolutely no 
confusion as to how to execute 
it properly. 

You’ve probably heard of quan-
tum physics before, which, in a 
nutshell, is about potentialities 
from which a single outcome is 
observed.  Likewise, Quantum 
Swing Trader is about identify-
ing points in the market where 
the market has the potential to 
jump one way or the other, up 
or down, but not stay the same. 
This is very powerful 
(incredible, even) information 
to have in order to take advan-
tage of the next market move, 
no matter the outcome.  

I Had To Be Locked Up In 
the Recording Studio for 

Nearly a Week 

This course is so huge I didn’t 
think I would ever get it done. 
My son, Greg, finally had to lock 
me in the recording studio for 
nearly a week straight so I could 
record 7 CD-ROMs worth of 
step-by-step content. And it was 
a crazy week. When I was fin-
ished, I was exhausted, and 
then I took my wife to see the 
singing group “Il Divo”. But be-
fore I left, it was MY turn to lock 
Greg in the studio where he la-
bored away for 4 days straight 
putting together the CD-ROM 
Tutorials. 

This truly is a “step-by-step” 
course, not like other courses 
claim to be. I give you a 10-page 
Quick Start Guide that teaches 
you the fastest way to learn how 
to quickly and effortlessly learn 
and trade the Quantum Swing 
Trader method. Each CD-ROM 
Tutorial is a “video screen cap-
ture” that shows you exactly 
what’s on my computer screen, 
and lets you hear my voice as I 
hold your hand from entry to 
exit, over and over again, until 
the Quantum Swing Trader 
method becomes crystal clear 
and fused into your brain. 

H o w  t o  S u c c e s s f u l l y  N a v i g a t e  t h e  M a r k e t s  i n  2 0 0 7  &  B e y o n d  
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And I’ll go out on a limb right here and 
right now…I believe this course is far 
and away the best and most extensive 
stock swing trading course I have ever 
seen. I know that’s a gutsy claim to 
make, but here are the facts. I’ve spent 
more money than I can remember 
(thousands and thousands of dollars) 
on trading systems and methods over 
the past 30+ years, so I believe I’ve 
seen nearly everything on the market. 
Based on what I’ve seen, I can’t think of 
any other course that compares to 
Quantum Swing Trader. 

Many traders are going to be totally 
blown away when they learn the con-
tents of this course. And not only that, 
the stock trading education market is 
about to get turned on its ear. This 
course is going to raise the bar so high 
that I personally think other sub-
standard courses will need to be com-
pletely overhauled and re-done if they 
hope to compete with the quality, con-
tent, and effectiveness of Quantum 
Swing Trader. I’ve invested a lot of my 
own money in making sure this course 
is absolutely the highest quality on the 
market. 

How Quantum Swing Trader is 
Different from My Other Courses 

If you’ve been learning about trading 
online, you may be familiar with my 
other trading courses that have been 
successfully helping traders from 

around the world succeed in the mar-
kets for over a year. 

A common question I receive is, “How 
is this course different than your other 
courses?” The other one is, “If I already 
have your other courses, do I need this 
one?” These are fair questions. 

Here’s the answer: This course is differ-
ent from my other courses in that it’s 
specifically designed to be used solely 
with daily stock trading (my other 
courses were designed to be traded 
with various markets and various time 
frames). Further, it is my most in-
depth and all-encompassing course to 
date. It also has over 4 times the con-
tent of my other courses, including a 
dedicated portion just for beginners. 

And do you need it if you have my other 
courses? It really depends on you, be-
cause all my courses address a different 
kind of trading need. If you’re only 
trading forex, for example, then Quan-
tum Swing Trader may not be for you 
(even though you’ll still learn a ton of 
valid and pertinent trading informa-
tion). However, if you trade daily 
stocks, and are not 100% happy with 
your current method (if you even have 
a method), then you should seriously 
consider Quantum Swing Trader. 

Even if you consider yourself an expert 
and you aren’t 100% satisfied with your 
current trading routine, or are just 
looking for a fresh approach to trading 
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stocks, then I believe you’ll still 
find massive value in Quantum 
Swing Trader. 

Anyone that knows me knows that 
I am all about seeking the truth 
and discovering trading tactics 
that WORK. I just don’t care 
about the opinions or ideas of 
other so-called “gurus”. I only care 
about results. And this is the exact 
reason I created my Quantum 
Swing Trader course. So I can 
teach hard-working traders (like 
you) more of the tactics that I have 
worked so hard to discover over the 
past 30+ years that can actually po-
tentially improve their trading results 
and bottom line. Period. 

Quantum Swing Trader contains 
seven (7) CD-ROMs of hands-on, 
step-by-step “video screen cap-
ture” tutorials that will let you dis-
cover the exact strategies and tac-
tics that will help you find those 
spots in the stock market where 
it’s either going to jump UP or 
DOWN. And I teach you how to 
potentially profit no matter which 
way the market moves. It also in-
cludes several “blueprints” that 
provide an easy, “at-a-glance” 
summary of the entire method. 

But it doesn’t end there. I also in-
vested a lot of my own money in 
purchasing re-
sale rights 

from another highly-respected 
trading educator for his best-
selling Trading for Beginners 
eBook. Because I think this infor-
mation is so critical, I also paid to 
have this 100 page eBook profes-
sionally re-formatted and printed 
out so you can have a hard copy 
to reference whenever you need 
it. 

As I’m writing this, there are 
even more surprises that I’m go-
ing to include in the course, but I 
don’t want to mention them yet 
until they’re finalized. Let me just 
say that some of the “big name” 
trading educators have donated 
some amazing products that I’ll 
be giving away with Quantum 
Swing Trader. 

My Free Trade Strategy 

I just put up one of my most 
popular trading videos that you 
can watch online right now. It’s 5 
minutes and 4 seconds long and 
it’s taken directly from the Quan-
tum Swing Trader course. It re-
veals what I believe to be one of 
the most critical aspects of trad-
ing – how to properly use stops 
to get what I call a “free trade”. 

Go to this web page right now to 
watch this brand new video: 

H o w  t o  S u c c e s s f u l l y  N a v i g a t e  t h e  M a r k e t s  i n  2 0 0 7  &  B e y o n d  

www.quantumswingtrader.com/freetrade 

http://www.profitsrun.com/cmd.php?af=346086&u=www.quantumswingtrader.com/freetrade�
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On the web page that contains this new 
video, you’ll notice a form that asks for 
your name and e-mail address. 

I’m using this form to build a “First 
Movers List” for the release of Quan-
tum Swing Trader.  

Don’t worry, you don’t need to submit 
your name to watch the video. How-
ever, if you have any interest in secur-
ing a copy of Quantum Swing Trader, I 
urge you to just go to the page and sub-
mit the form RIGHT NOW. 

Why? For 2 specific reasons- 

1. Quantum Swing Trader is not al-
ways for sale. Each time I put it on 
the market, I release a strict limited 
number of copies depending on how 
busy my support staff is. Usually, I 
only release the course 200 copies 
at a time because I want to make 
sure that I am able to support the 
next group of Quantum Swing 
Trader students. I just don’t believe 
it’s fair to sell 5,000 copies of this 
course when I know in my heart 
that there’s no way I could support 
that many students right now. 

2. Also, I limit each release to about 7 
days. After those 7 days, I remove 
the order page, even if I have not 
sold all 200 copies. Why? Because I 
don’t want to worry about shipping 
out more copies of Quantum Swing 
Trader every day. I don’t want to 

spend time answering ordering 
questions. I would rather put my 
energy into making sure all my stu-
dents that acted and purchased 
their own copy of the course during 
the limited release “window” under-
stand the materials and have all of 
their questions answered in a timely 
manner. 

So I hope you see how serious I am 
about student support. Sorry if that 
seems harsh, but it’s either 200 copies 
or 7 days for each release - whichever 
comes first. If I have copies of Quan-
tum Swing Trader left over after the 
first 7 days, I will not sell these until I 
am certain that the serious students 
who “pulled the trigger” and secured 
their copies are successfully getting the 
support they need and things are run-
ning smoothly and flawlessly. 

If you don’t get your copy during one of 
my limited release “windows”, I can’t 
guarantee when Quantum Swing 
Trader will be available again. It may 
be 4 weeks, it may be 4 months… it 
could be a year. All I know is that if you 
have a chance to claim a copy of the 
course and you DON’T reserve your 
copy, you WILL have to wait to get a 
copy, and maybe a long time. This is 
not a marketing gimmick. Those that 
“missed the boat” earlier this year got 
locked out and could not order until 
months after the initial release. Here is 
exactly what you’ll see on the enroll-
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ment page at the end of each expired 
release “window”: 

So if you have ANY interest in picking 
up your own copy of Quantum Swing 
Trader you really need to hurry over 
to the website to find out two things: 

1. If Quantum Swing Trader is cur-
rently available, and… 

2. If I have any more copies left 

I can’t make any guarantees. You 
might find a web page that asks you 
to join my Priority Notification List. If 
you see this, I urge you to join be-

cause you’ll be among the first no-
tified when I put Quantum Swing 

Trader back on the mar-
ket. 

However, if you see the 
Quantum Swing Trader 
enrollment page, then 
you’re in luck… but only if 
you act quickly. 

PROOF! 

Of course, the only way to 
know if Quantum Swing 
Trader is right for you is 
to try it out. Will it fit your 
personality and trading 
style? I honestly don’t 
know, but I do know that 
chances are it will.  

Why do I say this? Be-
cause I have PROOF; ir-
refutable proof that Quan-
tum Swing Trader is 

changing the lives of many of my 
students. They tell me again and 
again, day after day, how much 
they benefit from my courses, my 
teaching style, and my persistent 
and constant follow-up after they 
become a student. 

Here are just a few of the com-
ments I’ve received from my stu-
dents. WARNING: This is a LONG 
list, and I get comments like this 
almost EVERY DAY. 

H o w  t o  S u c c e s s f u l l y  N a v i g a t e  t h e  M a r k e t s  i n  2 0 0 7  &  B e y o n d  
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“What a 

great 

trading 

tool! It 

really 

makes 

sense.” 

-Lee Z. 
Austin, TX 

"What a great trading tool! Easy to master and use effectively, and 
most of all, it really makes sense. No secret formulas or hidden 
services that we're dependent on. Just a clear, concise and methodi-
cal method for success. Thanks again!" 

Lee Zaretsky* 
Austin, TX 
  
"I understood the course very well. I have had VERY good stock trad-
ing so far using your method. I had been trading stocks for 3 months 
before buying your course with mixed success and only a little 
profit... I was really floundering! Then, I bought your course and 
technical trading started to make sense. Before actually trading 
with your method, I followed a few stocks from the Profit Feeder on 
paper using the Acharta charts. If my paper trades had been actual 
trades I would have made money. So I went ahead and made a few real 
trades (7). I closed out the first step of 5 of them for a 3% profit 
in each case. This is a much better record than I had before!!! My 
compliments to you on a GREAT course!" 

Marge M* 
Haverhill, MA 
 

"Thank you, Bill, for your customer support. Having an ongoing re-
source to answer real-world questions is invaluable. Both my initial 
virtual and live trading have produced positive results and your 
‘scale out’ strategy has given me the confidence to commit more 
funds to the Quantum Swing Trader method. It is truly a superior 
risk management technique and your emphasis on discipline makes all 
the difference between success and failure. I look forward to your 
continuing insights and enhancements that will only improve the re-
sults. You, no we, have got a winner!" 

Gary King* 
Cape Coral, FL 
 
"This is one of the most complete trading courses I have seen. It 
outlines step-by-step the trading criteria with tons of examples. 
The Profit Trader access was invaluable in helping me improve my 
skills in recognizing trade setups." 

Lori S* 
Honolulu, HI 
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"Bill Poulos provides 'meat and potatoes' courses that, if dili-
gently applied, produce results. I own two of Bill's courses -- In-
stant Profits and Quantum Swing Trader. Neither are 'get rich quick' 
schemes, but both produce positive results. But what I appreciate 
most about Bill's courses is the constant support after purchase to 
ENSURE that all course materials are fully understood and properly 
applied. All of my emails have been promptly and thoroughly an-
swered. Profits Run courses are definitely value for the money." 

Peter D* 
Montreal, Canada 
  
"Excellent job on your course! I've spent (literally) thousands of 
dollars on other courses, software, books, and subscription services 
- you name it. Your course is by far the best, easiest to under-
stand/implement, and the most complete I've come across. I've back-
tested it on some equities and it is truly impressive. The beauty of 
the course is in its 'simple and direct approach' to technical trad-
ing. You present your student with everything from how to get in, 
limit risk, reverse on a trade, and ultimately take profits." 

Alex A.* 
Tampa, FL 
  
"Quantum Swing Trader gives workable criteria and search parameters 
for pin-pointing appropriate stocks for trading more successfully. 
One can eliminate the expensive offers by so-called experts to 
spoon-feed stock choices that usually don't work. This also saves 
thousands of dollars of wasted money for such services. Quantum 
Swing Trader certainly helps one learn to ‘think for oneself’." 

Russ Brenneman* 
Muskogee, OK 
 

"Quantum Swing Trader (QST) has not only helped me to increase my 
wins, but I am now more disciplined in my trading approach and have 
become more confident! I am impressed with this simple yet powerful 
approach to trading. QST is working well for me! It has become my 
primary trading method. Recent picks ACI, PCU and FD have done and 
are doing very well. It almost seems like you can feel a good trade 
coming on. Your hard work is helping a lot of traders and it is ap-
preciated much. Since QST makes more money for me than total losses, 
I didn't even feel bad about getting stopped out twice recently. The 
cost of the method is outweighed by the reliability of the method. 
Thanks Bill and Greg!" 

Neal Morris* 
Bermuda 
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“This 

method 

explains it 

all.” 

-Martin G. 
United Kingdom 

"Thanks for your Quantum Swing Trader - so simple but effective. It 
helps me in my options trading. Keep up the good work." 

Reg* 
Sydney, Australia 
  
"Congratulations Bill and Greg with the very useful and powerful 
Quantum Swing Trader course. It helps me in my belief that stock 
trading can be profitable. The knowledge that there is a skillful 
team to support me gives me all the confidence to go into the mar-
ket." 

Tom Oltmans* 
Huizen, Netherlands 
  
"I have been looking for an easy to understand and easy to implement 
method for quite some time now, but have not found any as simple and 
effective as Quantum Swing Trader. The most important aspect I think 
is to be able to fully understand why I'm getting in to a trade and 
when I should get out, and this method explains it all." 

Martin Goodall* 
Manchester, United Kingdom  

"I've been using Quantum Swing Trader for about two weeks and have 
had some nice short trades work out for me. In the past I have only 
tried shorting stocks a few times and just have lacked the confi-
dence to continue doing it. I have a trade that I started out as a 
short, SUN, that I had stop me out and I reversed as per Quantum 
Swing Trader rules and I am out of my first 1/3 going long and have 
a nice profit and have moved up another 1/3 of my stops that will 
give me further profits. I would have never attempted trying to re-
verse a position without your Quantum Swing Trader program. Bill and 
Greg, thank you very much!!!" 

Steve Lyon* 
Fort Myers, FL 
  
"Quantum Swing Trader seems to be a very good method and also seems 
to be consistent. And you are right - once all of the pieces are put 
together the work is done and it is nice to be able to just fire up 
the computer and do 8 quick searches each night and produce some 
very good prospects." 

M. Richards* 
Santa Fe, TX 
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"Quantum Swing Trader has been a wonderful way to discipline myself 
to take profits before my winners turn into a loss. Very good and 
very user friendly method. I'm already in 2 profitable trades early 
(met the first profit target) and entered a third trade with options 
today which is looking good so far. All the course material was ex-
plained very well, so thank you." 

D.A.* 
Salt Lake City, UT 
 

"Quantum Swing Trader has been fantastic. I've worked with numerous 
models and studied many others; however, this is truly the best. I 
particularly like the discipline that it stresses. I have already 
learned to keep my hands off the keys until it's time to do so. Be-
fore I started trading with the Quantum Swing Trader model, I looked 
at a lot of charts to validate the accuracy of your model.... and it 
works.... so often that it's a no-brainer!!!! Thank you." 

Harry Steinberg* 
Potomac, MD 
 

"Quantum Swing Trader is a practical, commonsense, no-nonsense ap-
proach and I am delighted with my decision to sign up. I am very op-
timistic that I will do well with this. Thank you." 

Ken Acton* 
United Kingdom 
 

"Thank you Bill and Greg and to the Quantum Swing Trader team. Being 
a novice in stock trading, it's very encouraging the way you hon-
estly try to help your students. With all the 'holy grail' offers 
out there, it's hard to earn an honest buck (especially in the stock 
market). I feel that you are one of the sincere people who could 
really help individuals like me. Keep up the good work and more 
power to all of you." 

Carlos Pagkalinawan* 
Burbank, CA 

"I received your course on the 28th (Tuesday) and started trading 
the Quantum Swing Trader way today (Thursday). You may think I 
jumped the gun, but I read and listened to all materials and felt 
that I was ready. I've been trading since last July and although 
I've made lots of money, I've not been able to hold on to it for all 
the reasons you cited in your materials. Your website preview mate-
rial not only convinced me to buy your course, but it changed my 
trading habits so much so that in the week and a half that it took 
for your course to arrive, I made about $8,500 just using the tech-
niques I was able to glean from your trade videos! I'm very much im-
pressed with your course, nice work!" 

John Flanagan* 
Pewaukee, WI  
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“Quantum 

Swing 

Trader is 

excellent. 

Truly 

excellent and 

wonderful 

value for 

money.” 

-Roger C. 
United Kingdom 

"The Quantum Swing Trader package made a good impression just look-
ing at it. Everything is professionally done, and one feels one gets 
value for the money. I am on the third CD already and although I 
have been trading for 8 years now making good money without any sys-
tem except going with the trends, I must say you are doing a first 
class job demonstrating and explaining your method. Here I am 75 
soon and excited to learn something new. If my son ever gets laid 
off or my grandkids want to have income on the side here is a method 
to start a beginner and set him right away on the right path. Like 
you, I have spent thousands of dollars for trading systems and soft-
ware and books, but all one actually needs is a method like yours 
and to follow it through. I am very happy with what you are offering 
the investment community. Thanks for all your effort." 

Wolfgang Kredt* 
British Columbia, Canada  

"Quantum Swing Trader is excellent. Truly excellent and wonderful 
value for money. I've been trading for many years but your method is 
just what I've been looking for - simple, effective, and easy to 
comprehend and follow and takes very little time to put into prac-
tice. I particularly liked your presentation, the professional video 
and hard copies, and also the fact that you provided many examples. 
Well done and thank you once again." 

Roger Carpenter* 
United Kingdom 
  
"Just wanted to say that Quantum Swing Trader is awesome. I have 
tracked LVS from 49.97 all the way to 67 in 3 weeks. I already know 
options and with your Quantum Swing Trader course it is only a mat-
ter of time before I am financially free and can do my trading full 
time on a part time basis (hope that makes sense). I then look for-
ward to being of assistance to you and your students as I will have 
so much free time. Let me know if you will need any help. Keep up 
the good work and I shall speak to you soon." 

Mr. Mahomed* 
United Kingdom 
  
"Great method! I can't thank you enough for putting together such a 
comprehensive trading plan. The educational materials are excellent 
both in the information that you impart and the presentation. This 
will add much needed discipline to my trading." 

Kurt Blasser* 
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 
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"I absolutely love this method. Your personalized service really re-
inforces that my decision to buy the Quantum Swing Trader (QST) 
course was the right one. I have begun studying in earnest. I have 
reviewed the first six CDs, and viewed CD #4 - Trading Rules twice. 
I am getting more at ease with the method, and have begun paper 
trading my favorite stocks with amazing success. Bill is absolutely 
right when he says this method is powerful!! I want to take the op-
portunity to express my great satisfaction with the course materi-
als. Obviously a lot of work has gone into this course to make it as 
clear as possible. The methodology, coupled with sound money manage-
ment, is VERY exciting. I also very much appreciate the added bo-
nuses that Bill has thrown in with the course. The Acharta.com mem-
bership is great. Best of all is the two month free membership to 
Bill's Profit Feeder service. I am finding this extremely helpful 
while learning the method. In summary, I am very pleased with my 
course materials, added bonuses, and the personalized service from 
Profits Run. I have been trading for a long time now, but with only 
mediocre results. I have really been missing a robust trading method 
in my arsenal. QST is the second course that I have purchased from 
Profits Run, and I am very satisfied. Bill is ABSOLUTELY right, and 
I have learned this from experience, that a trader MUST invest in 
his education to be successful. And your site provides honest educa-
tion with follow up service. Sorry for the long e-mail, but thank 
you for this great course." 

Pierre Demers* 
Quebec, Canada  
 

"Thanks so much for your prompt replies and support. I must say that 
your advice and instructions on Quantum Swing Trader (QST) are AMAZ-
ING! These are the kind of rules and guidelines that a trader has to 
be educated on and I'm really glad for taking on your training pack-
age. No regrets! It's sad that this was not available earlier, as I 
would not have lost the portion of my capital as I have now through 
other methods and training programmes. This is the first time I am 
strictly following rules and I intend to, because my trades make 
sense and give me the reason to follow such rules!! My paper trades 
are already showing positives and I am into free trades after liqui-
dating one third of some of the positions for the 3% profits. It's 
just 2 weeks now and the excitement I get when I look into my trades 
is overwhelming. So it's gonna be another 2 months of paper trades 
for me and hopefully I will be geared up with confidence and without 
emotions to do the real thing, mechanically. Looking forward to re-
port to you of further success. Thank you and best regards." 

A M Kaz* 
Singapore  

*No representation is being made that these results can or will be obtained in the future, or that losses were not in-
curred subsequent to the date on which the testimonial was provided. There is a substantial risk of loss associated 
with trading futures, forex, stocks, and options. Only risk capital should be used. 
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Whew! I told you it was a long list! 

I’m so convinced that you’ll benefit from my new course, that I offer a money-
back guarantee which will let you evaluate the entire course in the privacy of 
your own home. 

Well, that’s it for this report. Don’t forget to watch the free video that teaches 
my “Free Trade” strategy. And don’t forget to join the Priority Notification List. 
Here’s the web page again: 

Good Trading, 

Bill Poulos 

P.S. I’m interested in hearing what you thought about this report and what 
struggles and challenges you need help with in your trading. Please visit my 
Quantum Swing Trader news site at www.quantumswingtrader.com/news and 
post a comment with your thoughts. I look forward to hearing from you! 

www.quantumswingtrader.com/freetrade 

http://www.quantumswingtrader.com/news�
http://www.profitsrun.com/cmd.php?af=346086&u=www.quantumswingtrader.com/freetrade�


Who is Bill Poulos? 

Bill Poulos has been trading the markets 
since 1974. He's a retired automotive ex-
ecutive who holds a bachelor's degree in 
Industrial Engineering, and a Master's de-
gree in Business Administration, with a 
major in Finance. 

In his over 30 years of trading experience, 
Bill has developed dozens of trading sys-
tems and methods. In 2001, he formed 
Profits Run, Inc. to impart his trading ex-
perience and wisdom to others so they 
could shortcut their learning curve and ul-
timately potentially skyrocket their earn-
ings in the markets. 

Bill now has thousands of students all around the world, from all walks of life, and at 
all experience levels. He prides himself on providing honest and realistic trading edu-
cation, and is known for the continuous and ongoing support and follow-up he offers 
his students. 

His partner in Profits Run is his son, Greg, who is responsible for marketing and all 
technical support. In addition, Bill also has a full-time operations staff to ensure his 
trading education is delivered and supported in a high-quality and timely manner. 

Copyright © Profits Run, Inc. | 38271 Remington Park | Farmington Hills, MI | 48331 | www.profitsrun.com 

U.S. Government Required Disclaimer - Futures, forex, stock, and options trading is not appropri-
ate for everyone. There is a substantial risk of loss associated with trading these markets. Losses can 
and will occur. No system or methodology has ever been developed that can guarantee profits or en-
sure freedom from losses. No representation or implication is being made that using the Quantum 
Swing Trader methodology or system or the information in this letter will generate profits or ensure 
freedom from losses. 

HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN 
ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING. 
ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT BEEN EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER-OR-OVER 
COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LI-
QUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT 
THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE 
THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFIT OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE 
SHOWN.  
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